Surface radioactivity resulting from the deposition of 222Rn daughter products.
Studies of indoor radiation environments typically involve measurements of 222Rn, airborne 222Rn decay products, and the degree of radioactive equilibrium. This paper describes the relationship between the 222Rn in air, and the level of surface radioactivity that results from the build-up and decay of the daughter isotope, 210Pb. Samples of 222Rn were collected from Mystery Cave, which is located in southeastern Minnesota and from the basement of a house in Minneapolis, MN. Lead-210 was measured on surfaces within the cave, on a rock removed from the cave, and on a basement window. Surface alpha activities were measured on the rock sample and on the window. Radon-222 concentrations in the cave air ranged from 3 to 13 kBq m-3. In the basement, 222Rn levels were between 0.2 and 0.4 kBq m-3. Virtually all the surface radioactivity resulted from the deposition and decay of airborne 222Rn daughter products and was not produced by the decay of U in the rock. Radon-222 concentrations in the cave air were almost 30 times higher than in the basement air; however, the surface 210Pb activity in the cave was 100 times higher than that in the basement. This suggests that in the cave air, 222Rn daughter products are more likely to reach the walls and decay to 210Pb. The measurements of surface alpha activity did not show a similar trend primarily because 210Pb had diffused further into the coating of dirt on the rock than into the glass of the window. The resulting surface activity of the rock was lower than expected based on the 210Pb concentration, because many of the alpha-emitting nuclei were at depths beyond the range of emitted alpha particles. On surfaces where the penetration range of alpha particles is greater than the diffusion depth of 210Pb atoms, either the 210Pb concentration or surface alpha-activity measurements should provide estimates of average long-term 222Rn concentrations.